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Five go to smuggler's top: 4 (the famous five series) is the fourth installment in enid blyton's most popular
famous five series. The famous five consists of julian, dick, anne, george and george's pet dog timothy.
Julian, dick and anne are brothers and sister while georgina is their tomboy cousin, who insists that everyone
calls her as george. The trio often visit george at kirrin cottage and set out together on many adventures
often.julian, dick and anne are once again at kirrin cottage with george and her parents, their uncle quentin
and aunt fanny. All is well until the big ash tree in the garden falls down and destroys the top floor of kirrin
cottage. Mr lenoir, one of uncle quentin's acquaintances invites them along to stay at his house till kirrin
cottage is repaired. Initially george refuses as she can't take timmy along with her but agrees later on after
having hatched a plan to smuggle timmy into mr lenoir's house. Soon the famous five are at castaway hill
where smuggler's top, mr lenoir's house is situated. There they meet mr lenoir's stepson sooty lenoir, who
also happens to be a friend of julian and dick. As the famous five learn about the marsh and fog that
surrounds castaway hill, they also learn about the numerous secret doors and the network of passageways
inside the hill that was used by smugglers once upon a time. As the possibility of smugglers still present at
castaway hill increases, the famous five must find both sooty and uncle quentin who suddenly disappear.five
go to smuggler's top: 4 (the famous five series) was published as 4th edition in 2007 by hachette children's
books and is available in paperback.key features: five go to smuggler's top: 4 (the famous five series) is the
fourth installment in the popular famous five series. A engaging tale of suspense and adventure that will keep
you hooked to the very end.
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From reader reviews:

Ruth Brinkman:

Hey guys, do you really wants to finds a new book to read? May be the book with the title The Famous Five
suitable to you? The particular book was written by well-known writer in this era. Often the book untitled
The Famous Fiveis the one of several books this everyone read now. That book was inspired many people in
the world. When you read this e-book you will enter the new shape that you ever know ahead of. The author
explained their idea in the simple way, and so all of people can easily to recognise the core of this reserve.
This book will give you a lot of information about this world now. To help you see the represented of the
world with this book.

Lisa Marsh:

The book with title The Famous Five includes a lot of information that you can study it. You can get a lot of
gain after read this book. This specific book exist new know-how the information that exist in this reserve
represented the condition of the world now. That is important to yo7u to learn how the improvement of the
world. This specific book will bring you with new era of the the positive effect. You can read the e-book on
your own smart phone, so you can read it anywhere you want.

Reuben Beaubien:

The particular book The Famous Five has a lot details on it. So when you make sure to read this book you
can get a lot of gain. The book was compiled by the very famous author. This articles author makes some
research previous to write this book. This particular book very easy to read you can find the point easily after
scanning this book.

Diana Slama:

Does one one of the book lovers? If yes, do you ever feeling doubt if you are in the book store? Try and pick
one book that you just dont know the inside because don't determine book by its include may doesn't work
here is difficult job because you are scared that the inside maybe not since fantastic as in the outside
appearance likes. Maybe you answer can be The Famous Five why because the wonderful cover that make
you consider about the content will not disappoint an individual. The inside or content is actually fantastic as
the outside or maybe cover. Your reading 6th sense will directly assist you to pick up this book.
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